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- Polish? We make it possible! -

Learn Polish with a twist during summer!
As you may know, for many years, during the summers we always host myriad
events! We’ve been canoeing, watching street art, treasure hunting, watching
concerts. This year you can expect some of the same and more!
At Klub Dialogu, we
prioritise and take pride
in making you feel at
home with our service,
not only in the
classroom, but within
the whole school!

Hot tea and drinks after the
stunning street art event last year.

Treasure hunting games - our
models didn’t disappoint ;-)
Professionalism:
Highly qualified
teachers and a team
of Board Directors
ensure the highest
standard of teaching.

Many of us and our students enjoyed
canoeing along a sun-drenched Warsaw
river.

Horse riding, learning new skills in a
unique trip amongst Polish nature.

Last summer we warmly welcomed
our new location for the school!

A visit to Klub SPATiF to listen to the
orchestra, dance and enjoy great company.

“The best place in
Warsaw to learn
Polish. This is not
(only) a school, this is
a different place
where teachers and
directors really care
about you and your
development. Super
recommended!”
- Mike, Italy
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- An interview with one of our students - Richard How long have you been learning Polish? Where did you first start learning?
I have been learning Polish for a few years. I started teaching myself, but it quickly
became obvious that I needed professional guidance.
The differences between English and Polish are many and complex. I was lucky that I
picked Klub Dialogu as my first school, and I have never been tempted to move
elsewhere throughout the year.
What is one of your favourite and most difficult things about the Polish language? The teachers are always
positive and helpful and supportive - even with a lazy student like me. Their commitment is shown not just in the
classroom, but can be seen in the many social activities that the school organises.
The most difficult aspect for me about the Polish language are the declinations, the gender specific declinations.
How many different ways do you need to say the same thing?!! I like the consistency of the language - the letters are
always pronounced the same - well nearly always. But some of the combinations!!! Someone must have been drunk
when they put so many sz, prz, cz etc combinations together.
If you could give someone advice about learning Polish, what would it be? If I had to give a learner of Polish
one piece of advice? Practice and repetition. Practice and repetition. More practice and repetition.
I really must listen to my own advice...

- Language Corner -

- LEARNING POLISH IN BETWEEN THROWS! Klub Dialogu went bowling and we had a blast ;-) learning Polish is
never boring, but with us you can always GUARANTEE fun twists,
turns and adventures along the way.
Join us in summer - we’ll be going bowling and much more! Keep
your eyes peeled for our summer events calendars.
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